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DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIETY AND CITY ADMINISTRATION 
IN ROMAN VIMINACIUM 

 
 

Radmila Zotović* 
 
 
* Institute of Archaeology, Belgrade; rzotovic@eunet.rs 
 
 
Rezumat. Pe teritoriul orașului roman Viminacium au fost identificate numeroase funcţii ale 
clasei sociale superioare, ca de pildă membrii consiliului urban şi membrii ai preoțimii, de 
asemenea și straturile inferioare ale societății, formate din servitori, sclavi și liberți. Prezenţa 
acestora demonstrează funcţionalitatea procesului de romanizare la Viminacium şi faptul că 
evergetismul a avut un rol important în dezvoltarea urbană a oraşului.  
 
Cuvinte cheie: Viminacium, consiliul orașului, preoţime, summa honoraria, titluri onorifice. 
 
 

If discussing the development of cities and societies in cities in general, we 
must first take into account the period of Emperor Trajan, the period when cities, 
through development of city administration and administrative regulations, were giv-
en more and more regulated relations in administrative and social terms, and thus also 
clearer processes and directions of social development or, rather, of what is nowadays 
termed civil society. At the time of his reign, Trajan regulated the matters of taxes and 
granting pecuniary levies to the cities in provinces that saw lively development in his 
times1. Development of cities also depended on the development of the city elite – the 
so-called civil aristocracy. In other words, from the Trajan times the development of 
cities had taken two courses: urban development of cities, and the process of developing 
civil society. Both processes had a mutually causal relationship, or, in other words, were 
interdependent. At the same time, collection and enforcement of taxes for cities in the 
provinces, the so-called vicesima hereditatium, amounting to several tens of thousands 
of sesterces2, was an initial model for the relationships to be established in the provincial 
cities themselves, or, rather, applied to their internal order. This relationship of taking 
the mother city of Rome as a model to follow would be reflected in many civil and so-
cial relations and relationships, and not only in assessing and collecting taxes for en-
tering the city council or for erecting or restoring public buildings.  

When discussing Viminacium in particular, we can see that the number of men-
tioned civic offices in epigraphic, funerary and votive monuments found to date is not 
so small. The total number identified amounts to 20 of decurio, but of course some of 
them are successive. 

                                                      
1 Mayer i Olivé, 2009, p. 57. 
2 Mayer i Olivé, 2009, p. 57. 
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The most important functions in the development of civil society are by all 
means the offices of decurion and aedile. To date, in the territory of Viminacium 15 
decurion offices were identified (Fig. 1‒2). A smaller number of instances refer to the 
titles of duumvir or duumvir quinquennalis, as well as aedile and questor (Fig. 3 ‒ decu-
rio and ex aedil). Epigraphic monuments found thus far provide three instances of the 
title duumvir quinquennalis3, and for each of the offices of aedile and questor also 
few examples4.  Out of this number, in eleven instances successive functions may be 
identified – seven in civil offices (augur, flamen, aedil, pontifex)5, and three military 
ones (singularibus and veteranus)6 (Fig. 4 ‒ decurio and ex singularibus). Some of the  

 

successive social functions were granted 
as honorary titles earned by merit in the 
development of urban life of the city of 
Viminacium itself, since such tireless 
members of the city council or council-
lors were usually rewarded by honorary 
positions for the efforts invested into fur-
ther constructing or renovating buildings 
in a city. Such honorary offices included 
flamen (ob honorem flamoni), mentioned 
twice in the epigraphic monuments stud-
ied to date, and also the honorary title of 
decurion (ornatus ornamentis decuriona-
libus, ob honorem) mentioned in three in-
stances7. Moreover, the amount of the do-
nation they gave to the city for adorning 
and developing the urban centre is also 
known for some of them. Thus a certain 
Marcus Petronius Pierio gave 10 pounds 
of silver and 100,000 sesterces, and an- 

Fig. 1. Monument of decurio and 
questor of municipium Viminacium. 

other, Marcus Antonius Ponticus, donated 50 pounds of silver8. Both gifts were of great 
value, particularly the one of 100,000 sesterces, but it was on those grounds that they 
both obtained the honorary title of a very much prized clerical office of flamen. Actually, 
all the honorary titles belong to the period from 131 to 230 A.D., which means also 
to the period after issuing the edict Constutio Antoniniana, and show the importance 
of the so called benefactions, or summae honorariae. One of the reasons for issuing 
this edict was actually the need to grant civic rights also to the stratum of the society 
that grew wealthy, but could not hold civil councillor or clerical offices without citi- 

                                                      
3 Zotović, 2007, p. 56, Nos 10-12. 
4 Zotović, 2007, p. 57, Nos 2-3, Nos 2-4. 
5 Zotović, 2007, p. 57, Nos 2-3, p. 59, Nos 1-2, p. 60, No 1, p. 63, No 2. 
6 Zotović, 2007, p. 84, No 26, p. 86, No 36, p. 121, No 1.  
7 Zotović, 2007, p. 124, Nos 12-16. 
8 Glavičić, 2009, p. 425-432. 
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Fig. 2. Monument of decurio and 
augur of municipium Viminacium. 

 
Fig. 3. Inscription from the monument 

of Valerio Isauro, decurio and 
ex singularibus. 

 
Fig. 4. Inscription from the decurio 

and aedil of municipium Viminacium. 

 

 
↑ Fig. 6. Inscriptions from the 

monument of sacerdos. 
 

← Fig. 5. Inscription from the monu-
ment of sacerdos. 

zenship rights. Ultimately, this served the purpose of filling the treasury of the city and 
thus of the state as well. It is believed, incidentally, that the largest part of such donations 
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was spent on religious needs, whether it was to build or renovate temples or to erect 
statues to gods and goddesses of the official Roman Pantheon9. Moreover, there is no 
doubt that those who turned from military positions to civilian life also acquired social 
offices available to civilian population due to their economic strength and financial 
potential, by giving the mandatory contribution they had to make as city council mem-
bers; however, it was not sufficient for them to rise to the ranks of important and re-
spected honorary titles. This at the same time shows to which extent the Roman state 
was connected to religion and based on religious foundations. Therefore, one of the im-
portant functions was by all means a clerical one. Priestly magistracies were not only 
offices of religious character. Since religion was connected to the state in the strictest 
sense of the word, priestly offices consequently influenced life at the time in religious 
and legal terms10. Thus gods could be asked for personal favours and individual pro-
tection, or for favours for and protection of the community. Given the importance of 
their function, the priests also had a privileged position in the social community. They 
did not only act within brotherhoods or collegia, but they also held offices for life. In 
Viminacium religious offices of flamen (2), augur (1), sacerdos (4) (Fig. 5‒6), and pon-
tifex (1) were identified. The most important role among them was played by pon-
tifex, who was in charge of administration of divine laws and keeping peace with the 
gods (pax deorum)11. In the Roman Empire, the laws were divided into ius and fas 
(legal norms and customs), and thus it was the role of a pontifex to be in charge and 
oversee all public rituals, and he also played a role in providing legal, customary and 
religious counsel to magistrates, in interpreting celestial omens, controlling the calendar 
and implementing traditional funerary customs12. In other words, a pontifex was an 
export both in religion and in law. A pontifex also kept the lists of elected magistrates13. 
The college of pontifices included flamens as well, three of them, who were elected 
as representatives i.e. priests from different temples. Two flamens are mentioned in 
the area of Viminacium, in the epigraphic monuments identified to date. Mention of 
two flamens shows that in the territory of Viminacium in Roman times attention was 
paid not only to the developed temple life, but also that care was taken to promote the 
celebration of the imperial cult, or the cults of individual members of the imperial fam-
ily. In a more profound sense, this leads to the conclusion that the social and political 
life in Viminacium was well connected with the social and political life of the mother 
city, Rome itself, as the model. The importance of flamens may be seen from the very 
fact that they were elected into the collegium of pontifices, since what pontifex maxi-
mus was in the city of Rome, that was the pontifex for the province or the city where 
he served. By the importance of the function performed, sacerdotes closely followed 
the flamens. Their role is most easily described as priests in a general sense, or priests 
who performed rites and offered sacrifices in Roman and Oriental cults that were offi-

                                                      
9 For more details see Mladenović, 2011. 
10 Appio Giunio, 2009, p. 409. 
11 Appio Giunio, 2009, p.  413. 
12 Appio Giunio, 2009, p.  413. 
13 Appio Giunio, 2009, p.  413. 
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cially recognised in the Roman Empire. In addition, they were indispensable when it 
came to performing rites and offering sacrifices in official cults. In that manner they 
ensured what pontifices were in charge of supervising and implementing, the correct 
functioning of the social and political life within the relations between the religion 
(cult) – law – state – social community. In that regard, the social community came last 
in importance, and everything pertaining to its functioning was subordinate to, and in 
some ways even also controlled by, performing religious and cult related events and 
rituals. In that sense the state always predominantly influenced the social community. 
The very process of Romanisation was carried out by gentile aristocracy first being 
granted privileges and Roman citizenship, and then elected into the ranks of city au-
thorities. How important it was to be elected for the position of sacerdos can be seen 
from the fact that sacerdotes for the entire province were elected at annual assemblies 
from the ranks of gens leaders14. Augurs were priests from the order of the so-called 
foretellers. They were subject to a set of regulations that they had to comply with in 
order for their profession to be exercised credibly, or indeed even deemed as such. The 
array of such rules and regulations in effect may seem to us today as a whole set of non-
sense and complete superstition (inter alia, when they were allowed to sleep in their 
bed and when not, when and how they may be dressed in their cloaks, look at the Moon 
etc.), but at the time those were the obligations they had to meet in order for their ser-
vice to be deemed complete. Like decurions, at the time of their election for office they 
were obliged to give a monetary contribution (summa honoraria) to the city, either in 
the form of a public monument or a pecuniary donation, or as investment into recon-
struction of a public structure. In general, by their social importance, the priests were 
neck and neck with municipal magistrates, decurions. Among the most respected mag-
istracies were the priestly offices of pontifex and flamen, and in the city administration 
and organisation of social and rural life – IIIIviri, IIviri iure dicundo, quinquennali and 
then aediles. With regard to priestly and city administration offices, there were also 
successive offices, which could be acquired in various manners15. The ways such as 
corruption and bribery, for instance16, are not something that can be proved based on 
the archaeological material, but gaining honorary offices or inheriting them, passed from 
father to son, may be seen in epigraphic findings17. In the territory of Viminacium for 
the time being unfortunately there are no such findings to confirm that an office passed 
from father to son, while for honorary granted offices there is a single epigraphic find-
ing, for a priest flamen (ob honorem flamonii)18. The same find also confirms that pri-
mary principal obligation of the flamen was to celebrate the imperial cult. The finding 
where M. Antonius Ponticus is mentioned, first a decurion and later on acquiring as 
an honorary title also the office of flamen, was a votive monument dedicated to the 
emperor (pro salute imperatoris). In addition to these successive offices of decurion 

                                                      
14 Appio Giunio, 2009, p.  415. 
15 Alföldy, 1992, p. 72. 
16 Alföldy, 1992, p. 72. 
17 Zotović, 2002, p. 15, Nos 3-17. 
18 Zotović, 2007, p. 124-125, Nos 14-15.  
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and flamen, several more successive offices were identified with regard to the city coun-
cil members – priests. Therefore, a pontifex, two flamines and an augur identified to 
date had also held the office of decurion.  

There are further interesting details concerning the priestly offices in the terri-
tory of the city of Viminacium. Firstly, the offices of pontifex, flamen, sacerdos and 
augur, identified to date, were nowhere else as numerous as in the area of Viminacium. 
More precisely, priests who were flamens and augurs have been so far found only in 
the territory of Viminacium, while a sacerdos was found in each of the areas of Naissus, 
Timacum Minus and present day Kladovo, and a pontifex was located in the territory 
of today’s Kuršumlijska Banja. Even though the number of findings in archaeology 
may always be considered a relatively fortunate circumstance (in line with the principle: 
what has not been found is either absent or has indeed not been found yet), still it can 
be considered that in other urban centres where archaeological excavations were per-
formed (Singidunum for instance) there was not such a large number of identified priest-
ly offices. Why is Viminacium different in that respect? The positive answer cannot 
be given as yet, but it is possible that Roman Viminacium, due to its position as well 
as a successfully implemented Romanisation process, had exactly the role for which 
it was being thus “prepared”: to celebrate the imperial cult, and hence carry out to a 
greater extent the establishment of the Roman way of life to the fullest.  

The offices represented only in one instance were, for example, the functions 
of curator, frumentator and servus vilicus. The last mentioned indicates that in the area 
of Viminacium the life on the agricultural estates of rich owners (villae rusticae) was 
organised, where the tasks of managing and administering agricultural production were 
performed by an estate steward, the so-called vurus vilicus. The offices of curator, a 
guardian of, as stated, civium Romanorum, and frumentator, grain supplier, have not 
been identified in other Roman urban areas in the territory of Serbia. The function of 
servus (servant) at farms is known to have existed in one instance each in the territories 
of Belgrade area, Kuršumlijska Banja, Ravna, and Kolovrat near Prijepolje. 

Functions of special interest are the functions of lower strata of the society, the 
so-called freedmen (libertus, liberta), as well as the functions of male and female slave 
servants (alumnus, alumna, ancilla and verna)19. The mentioned instances of freed-
men, as well as slaves, and male and female servants, either slaves or free persons of 
low social rank, indicate however that during 2nd and 3rd centuries the citizen class in 
Viminacium was organised in all forms of Roman social life (slavery, manumission, 
male and female servants ranking as slaves, even slaves born in the master’s house), 
or, in other words, that the process of Romanisation and urbanisation of Viminacium 
was being carried out highly “successfully”. This is first and foremost suggested by 
a larger number of mentioned city council members (decurion, aedile, duumvir quin-
quennalis, questor), as well as the already highlighted larger number of identified 
priestly offices. The mentioned honorary offices demonstrate that the persons granted 
such offices were capable of making large donations to the city, which shows that in 
Viminacium, as well as in other urban areas of the Empire, euergetism played a great 

                                                      
19 Zotović, 2007, p. 71, Nos 1-3, p. 72, No 1. 
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role in the urban development of settlements and that it was an indicator of successful 
development of urban centres.  Of course, there still remains a question that cannot 
be answered as yet either according to epigraphic or to other archaeological findings: 
what happened in the area of Roman Viminacium from the time Christian influences 
began to be felt? 
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